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1 Abstract

The complexity profile of a DNA sequence is a numerical sequence of the same length that indicates a

measure of the predictability of each DNA base. Complexity profiles allow, for example, looking for

repetitive structures inside a chromosome or across several chromosomes, which are often associated

with regulatory functions. The complexity profiles can also be used in finding evolutionary distances

and, therefore, to build phylogenetic trees.

We will study the full potential of using compression-based complexity profiles for the analysis of

long DNA sequences. This will be done along two lines: (1) intra-species analysis, where the goal

is to explore the information conveyed by the complexity profiles for locating and classifying repeti-

tive structures occurring inside a chromosome or across several chromosomes of the same species; (2)

inter-species analysis, where our goal is to use the complexity information for computing evolutionary

distances among species. Finite-context modeling will play a key role.

2 State-of-the-art

About fifteen years ago, Grumbach and Tahi [1] proposed the first dedicated DNA compression algo-

rithm, Biocompress. Surely more important than the compression provided by Biocompress, which was

rather modest, was the observation made by the authors that the development of DNA data compression

algorithms is important not only for data reduction, but also, and in some cases even more important, in

understanding the laws that govern the data.

This was not a novel observation, even in the context of DNA sequence processing and analysis.

Other researchers had pointed out previously such important aspect, although sometimes implicitly (see,

for example, [2–4]). The reason why we mention here explicitly the first DNA compression method is

because DNA compression plays a central role in this project proposal, as we will explain shortly.

Several authors continued to point out the relevance of DNA data compression for DNA data analysis,

such as pattern discovery and classification (see [5–7], for some examples). In fact, the motivation for

using data compression and, consequently, the shortest possible description of the data, dates back at least

to the works of Solomonoff, Kolmogorov, Chaitin and Wallace et al. in the mid 60’s, and is generally

known as the Kolmogorov complexity or algorithmic entropy.

Since the work of Grumbach and Tahi [1], several contributions have been made in the area of DNA

data compression (see [8–11], for some of the most recent). In this context, the work of Allison et

al. has been of particular interest, because they have been trying to relate the information content of

a DNA sequence, by means of the per symbol code length generated by the encoder, with important

characteristics of DNA, such as repetition structures. These information sequences, as they call them,

were first presented in [12] and, more recently, in [7], where they propose using them for the comparative

analysis of long DNA sequences.

We have recently shown that combinations of finite-context models are able to attain significant per-

formance in DNA sequence compression [13–15]. We introduced new updating mechanisms, allowing

these models to capture information regarding the inverted repeats usually found in DNA sequences and
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we investigated several aspects related to multiple finite-context models that compete or cooperate for en-

coding the data [14,15]. In conclusion, we have shown that DNA can be well represented by Markovian

models.

One of the key advantages of DNA compression based on finite-context models is that the encoders

are fast and have O(n) time complexity. In fact, most of the effort spent by previous DNA compressors

is in the task of finding exact or approximate repeats of sub-sequences or of their inverted complements.

No doubt, this approach has proved to give good returns in terms of compression gains, but normally

at the cost of long compression times. Although slow encoders could be tolerated for storage purposes

(compression could be ran in batch mode), for interactive applications, such as those that we will address,

they are certainly not appropriate.

3 Objectives

The analysis of the huge amounts of genomic data that are continuously been generated puts a number

of challenging problems to several research areas and, particularly, to the areas of computational biology

and bioinformatics. One of these challenges is related with the problem of generating complexity profiles

of DNA sequences in an efficient way, because these sequences might be as large as entire genomes (for

example, the human genome is composed of about 3000 million bases).

The advantages of modeling DNA as combinations of finite-context models is twofold. On one hand,

it shows that, contrarily to what was generally assumed, DNA can be well represented by Markovian

models. On the other hand, and because they have O(n) time complexity, they can be applied to very long

sequences in a time efficient way, a characteristic not present in the other competing DNA compression

techniques.

We will use compression-based complexity profiles generated by finite-context models for study-

ing biologically significant characteristics of DNA sequences, both within the chromosomes of a given

species (intra-species analysis) and across chromosomes of different species (inter-species analysis).

The intra-species analysis might be highly relevant for characterizing, for example, repetition structures

that are known to be common in regulatory regions, both inside a given chromosome or across several

chromosomes of the same species. Inter-species analysis aims at contributing for establishing distances

among different species and, therefore, to build phylogenetic trees.

By the end of this work, we will have contributed with the development of new tools for DNA data

analysis, fundamentally in aspects related to the discovery and characterization of functionally significant

regions of DNA and in the classification of species.

4 Description

The construction and analysis of DNA complexity profiles has been an important topic of research, due to

its applicability in the study of regulatory functions of DNA, comparative analysis of organisms, genomic

evolution and others [16,17]. For example, it has been observed that low complexity regions of DNA are

often associated with important regulatory functions [18].

Several measures have been proposed for evaluating the complexity of DNA sequences, such as

the Lempel-Ziv complexity, the linguistic complexity or compression-based complexity measures (see,

for example, [19]). Among those, we find the compression-based approaches the most promising and

natural, because compression efficiency is clearly defined (it can be measured by the number of bits

generated by the encoder). In fact, the bitstream generated by compressing a given string over a given

alphabet can be regarded as a program that, together with the appropriate decoder, can reproduce the

original string. Hence, the size of that bitstream can be seen as an upper bound on the Kolmogorov

complexity of the string. Therefore, the better the compression technique is, the tighter the bound will

be.

In our ongoing work on DNA data compression, we have obtained several encouraging and important

results related to DNA modeling based on finite-context models (also known as Markov models). Proba-
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bly the most important of those results is the finding that DNA sequences can be much better represented

by Markov models than what it was previously believed [13–15]. The finite-context models have been

already able to produce preliminary complexity profiles that are almost identical to those produced by

much more time consuming algorithms. In fact, the difference in time requirements is overwhelming.

For example, compressing the human chromosome number 2 with the techniques based on finite-context

models takes less than ten minutes in a 1.66 GHz laptop computer. This DNA sequence has about 240

million bases.

In this PhD project, we will study the full potential of using compression-based complexity profiles

for the analysis of long DNA sequences. This will be done in two major, although related, research

topics. One is intra-species analysis, where the major goal is to explore the information conveyed by the

complexity profiles for locating and classifying repetitive structures occurring inside a chromosome or

across several chromosomes of the same species. The complexity profiles can be generated for one or

more chromosomes of a given species and be used for intra-species analysis, for example, for charac-

terizing repetitive structures. Therefore, one of our aims is to automatically locate these low complexity

regions and report them.

In Figure 1 of the Annex, we show some preliminary and exploratory entropy-based complexity

profiles, obtained using finite-context models. In this example, we show the complexity profile of chro-

mosome 1 of the Cyanidioschyzon merolae organism, a primitive red alga which lives in acidic hot water.

In that graphic, we can see several regions where the complexity value goes well below the baseline level

that, for an entropy-based complexity profile of DNA, can be set at two bits per DNA nucleotide. The two

regions which we have marked with letters A and B correspond to telomeric inverted repeate sequences.

The other topic is inter-species analysis, where the main goal is to use the complexity information for

computing evolutionary distances among the species. We expect that compressing DNA sequences with

multiple finite-context models can be used to compute evolutionary distances, and with them building

phylogenetic trees from inferred homologies [20]. The idea is to consider a given sequence, such as the

exons of a protein-coding gene in the mouse genome, for training. Such sequence is coded with the best

finite-context model for each sequential window of a given length (for instance, 100 bases), producing

an information sequence with the ordered optimal finite-context models for coding that given sequence.

Then, a chromosome of a different organism, e.g. human, is scanned for coding with such information

sequence. From the overall complexity profile, a plateau of much lower entropy values will match the

exact position of the human gene homologous to the mouse gene from which the information sequence

was generated. Evolutionary distances will be inferred by quantifying the effect of the found homology

on the complexity profile, i.e. by how much the entropy values decrease.

Figure 2 of the Annex illustrates the idea, using some preliminary and exploratory work that we

have performed. The figure shows an entropy-based complexity profile obtained by scanning over a 1Mb

window the human (Homo sapiens) chromosome 7 with finite-context models trained with the TAX1BP1

gene of the mouse (Mus musculus). For comparison, we drew (in green) the position of the exons of the

homologous gene in the human chromosome, which, as can be seen, match the low complexity peaks of

the profile. This type of homology can also be searched in non-protein-coding regions of the genome.
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Annex

Figure 1: Preliminary complexity profile (relying only on the estimated code length) of chromosome 1
of Cyanidioschyzon merolae’s genome, generated by finite-context models. The horizontal axis indicates
position along the chromosome. It is clear that some regions present lower complexity. In this project,
we will investigate how this relates to biologically relevant features.

Figure 2: Preliminary complexity profile (relying only on the estimated code length) over a 1Mb window
of human (Homo sapiens) chromosome 7. The green dashes match exon positions of gene TAX1BP1
(human T-cell leukemia virus type I binding protein 1), for comparison with the low-complexity peaks.
The profile was generated by scanning the human chromosome with a finite-context model obtained
from the homologous mouse (Mus musculus) gene. In this project, we will explore this property for
establishing distances among the species.
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